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Frances Joan Singleton (1886-1975): Pianist and 
Accompanist: A Perfect Wonder52 

Michael Slaytor 

Miss Singleton yesterday was a perfect wonder.  A whole heap of baritones were 
bad musicians and kept coming in where they liked, and skipping half bars and 
putting in others.  She covered up their tracks and kept the whole thing alive in a 
way that was just genius besides playing the music quite brilliantly.  She was 
wonderful.  H. P. G. 

RANCES JOAN SINGLETON WAS the second of four daughters of the Rev. James 
Sydenham Fowke Singleton and his wife 

Mary Norman.  She was born at The Vicarage in 
Theale in Somerset in 1886 and, with her sisters, 
educated at the High School in Wells.  Joan 
Singleton was a professional pianist and an 
accomplished organist.  Her early training was in 
Somerset where she took the local examination 
in musical knowledge from Trinity College, 
London on 23 June 1900 and obtained 100%.  In 
May 1905, her great uncle, the Rev. Henry 
Mallet53 wrote to her, congratulating her on 
obtaining a Certificate with Honours for a 
performance.  On 8 September that year her 
father wrote to Otto Goldschmidt,54 requesting 
his help in getting Joan admitted as a pupil of 
Professor Robert Teichmüller at the Leipzig Conservatory.55  Joan Singleton was 
accepted as a pupil of Professor Teichmüller at the Leipzig Conservatorium in 1905. 
    One of the star students from this time at Leipzig was the mezzo-soprano, Elena 
Gerhardt, a protogée of Arthur Nikisch, the Director of the Conservatorium.56  Elena 

                                                             
52 This account is based on Joan Singleton’s personal papers. Her personal papers cover the period from 
1905 to 1940 in detail and consist of letters, concert reviews, and programmes. Thereafter there are 
occasional newspaper articles about her. Many of the reviews of her concerts are undated and there is no 
way of knowing how completely they represent her career. The title, Pianist and Accompanist: A Perfect 
Wonder comes from an undated description of Joan Singleton’s playing at a Glasgow Music Festival by 
Harry Plunket Greene (1865-1936), the Irish baritone, who made a major contribution to British musical 
life. Joan Singleton was a great aunt of my wife, Petrina Slaytor. 
53 Henry Mallet (1820-1905) was married to Lucy Sophia Singleton (1820-1894), a sister of Major 
General John Henry Singleton (1804-77), grandfather of Joan Singleton. 
54 Otto Goldschmidt (1829-1907) was a German pianist who was one of the original students at the 
Leipzig Conservatorium.  In 1852, he married Jenny Lind and in 1858 they settled in England. 
55 Robert Teichmüller (1863-1939) was a pupil and then a teacher at the Leipzig Conservatory. Many of 
his pupils became professional pianists. Eileen Joyce was one of his students. 
56 Elena Gerhardt (1883-1961) was considered the greatest lieder singer of her generation. She made her 
debut on her 20th birthday in a recital at the Kaufhaus in Leipzig accompanied by the Director of the 
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Gerhardt gives a vivid picture of the privilege of being a student there in her 
autobiography:57 

‘Students were allowed to go to rehearsals of the Gewandhaus Orchestra which 
was conducted by Arthur Nikisch. They could pick up the small Eulenberg scores 
of which there were dozens piled up outside the hall and so follow the music and 
learn from the way Nikisch interpreted or explained points to his orchestra. 
Students also had free entry to the public rehearsals on Wednesday mornings 
when the Conservatorium was closed so that every student might have the 
opportunity to attend. At these concerts we would also hear the world’s greatest 
artists: Paderewski, Carreño, d’Albert, Siloti, Suggia, Ysaye, Joachim, Lilli 
Lehmann, Schumann-Heink, Edith Walker, Alice Barbi, Raimund von zur Mühlen, 
Nordica, and dozens more.’ 

    The Leipzig Conservatorium, the oldest university school of music in Germany, had 
strong connections with Great Britain: Sir Arthur Sullivan, Dame Ethyl Smyth and 
Frederick Delius were amongst the British students.  The 1905 prospectus states that 
there were more than 900 students: 

‘The Conservatorium aims at giving its pupils an opportunity of acquiring 
practically and theoretically musical efficiency and knowledge in all branches, 
indispensable to the modern musician, offers great advantages over private 
tuition. Through participation of several students in the same lesson industry 
and emulation is promoted. True musical feeling is engendered and kept alive, 
the best preventive of one-sidedness in education and taste against which every 
musician should be on his guard.’ 

    After acceptance as a student, accommodation had to be found.  The Pension Harris at 
Arndtstrasse 4 in Leipzig looked suitable and a prospectus was obtained.  Carry S. Harris 
wrote of the rules and conditions: 

‘Since we inhabit a villa, contrary to the usual German habit of flats, there is no 
difficulty about practising beyond: no practising with open windows, and not 
later than 10 p.m. The young ladies here each [have] their own instruments – 
which they hire for 9 to 18 sh. a month – one to 9 sh. is good enough for practice, 
12 sh. certainly. There is then 10 sh. carriage to pay extra  
In the case of two young ladies having the room between them, the one has her 
instrument in the dining or the sitting room. 
As you will see in the Prospectus German lessons are included in the price of the 
Pension. There are German, French and English young ladies in the house. The 
conversation at table and when we are together in the evening is always in 
German. I allow no English talking in the house’. 

    Carry S. Harris from the Pension Harris wrote to the Rev. Singleton: 
‘I duly received your letter this morning and am very glad you should have 
decided to trust your daughter to my care. I shall do my best to make her stay 
with us profitable and pleasant for her. Everything shall be ready for the young 
lady’s reception on 23rd of September. 

                                                                                                                                               
Conservatorium, Arthur Nikisch (1855-1922). Her debut at the Bechstein Hall (now the Wigmore Hall) 
was again with Nikisch accompanying in 1907. 
57 Recital, published by Methuen and Co. Ltd, London 1963. 
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It would be well for her to bring a passport It is required here and if she has not 
got it we would have to apply to the British Consul for one’. 

    A passport was duly obtained on 16 September 1905 for Frances Joan Singleton to 
travel to Germany accompanied by her father.  The fees of 360 marks per term, paid in 
three instalments of 120 marks at Michaelmas, Christmas and Easter, plus an entrance 
fee of 10 marks were paid between 26 September 1905 and 8 Jan 1908.58  On 20 March 
1908 as Fräulein Joan Singleton aus Theale she played in her graduation concert four 
Solostücke by Scarlatti, Schumann and Brahms. 
    While in Leipzig she played the organ at the British and American Episcopal Church.  
The Rev. Ernest F. Scofield, the British Chaplain, wrote to her on 13 April 1908 enclosing 
a small token of the esteem and gratitude of the congregation on hearing that they might 
be losing her.  When she went to Edinburgh in 1911 she hoped to get a job as a church 
organist.  After her return from Leipzig she was organist in Wookey, a village near her 
parents’ home in Theale in Somerset.  Another testimonial from the same time was from 
Edward B. Cook, the Vicar of St Martin’s in Leeds: 

‘It is a pleasure to me to write commending Miss Singleton’s ability and 
enthusiasm as a church organist. For some three years she played for us at 
Wookey near Wells, and I have great reason to thank her for what she then did 
for us. She is not only a well trained and experienced musician, but she has had a 
long experience in playing church services, and is full of enthusiasm for this 
work. 
She possesses a rare gift of accompaniment and can be trusted not only to use 
the organ fully, but to assist the choir and not to let the organ assert itself unduly. 
Any church would be glad it had secured Miss Singleton’s services, and it will be 
a pleasure to me to reply to any questions which may be sent to me on her 
behalf’. 

    Her ambition was getting established as a pianist.  On her return to England she wrote 
to the Rev. Canon Thomas Henry Davis for advice regarding her future career teaching 
private pupils.59  He replied on 16 June 1908 saying that: 

‘The best and only thing I can suggest your doing is that to get started was to 
have a friend, if you have such a one, to give an ‘At Home’ in her drawing-room in 
London to which she will invite heaps of people and then she can give out that 
you are anxious to teach and one pupil may turn up and may lead to others. Of 
course there are heaps of girls doing this sort of thing in London but there is 
always room, I think, if you can get a few introductions such as would come from 
playing at ‘At Home’, you may have to wait before you get many but you might 
get a few engagements to accompany at swell ‘At Home’ or necessarily to play a 
few solos. As regards playing in the school-room at Wells, you must not think of 
it. It would be madness to do it, of course if you thought of settling down to teach 
in these parts, you might then give a recital in the Town Hall and get an audience 
of all the people round in the county who are interested in music. We might of 
course keep you in this way, still the teaching in the county is not good. I mean as 
regards fees obtainable and would become hard work if you depended on it 

                                                             
58 From Joan Singleton’s Quittungbuch. £1 (1900) had the purchasing power of £72 (2012). 360 Marks 
(equivalent to £19 in 1900) are equivalent to £1,367 in today’s terms. 
59 The Rev. Canon Thomas Henry Davis (1867-1947) was an English cathedral organist who served in 
Wells Cathedral. 
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entirely. I hope you will understand all this, but if I am not clear, please let me 
know, as I will certainly do anything I can for you. I am so glad the English 
congregation appreciated your services’. 

    On 22 June 1908 he sent a testimonial as to her excellence as a musician, both 
practical and theoretical (including harmony).  Further advice as to how to proceed 
came from Muriel Little, a former pupil of Robert Teichmüller, in response to a letter 
from Joan Singleton.60  Muriel Little’s long letter written to Joan Singleton in Leipzig on 2 
July 1908 is full of good advice learnt by hard experience.  It is worth quoting in full as it 
gives a vivid picture of the musical jungle in Edwardian England facing Joan Singleton 
and how little has changed in the last 100 years: 

‘Dear Miss Singleton, 
I was very pleased you wrote to me and can assure you I will do all I can to help 
you. 
You must not think me disparaging when I tell you that there is very little scope 
for musicians in London – especially performers – everything being highly 
competed for. Altho’ again, if one is only determined and, of course, gifted enough 
to get on in spite of long waiting there is work to be had. Have nothing to do with 
agents unless you have money to back you up. They are a “set of thieves” (please 
forgive the ausdrück) and impose terribly on one’s pocket unless one has already 
made a name, or has someone influential behind pushing. 
The great thing seems to me, is to get a private influential “clientele” of one’s own 
and until that is obtained it is impossible to give a recital in London to bring one’s 
name before the public unless as I said before, one has means. 
The Bechstein Hall, or any of the others if hired or filled for you by an agent 
would cost £40 to £50 and even then (unless you were pushed or brought out by 
someone like Richter, Nikisch or Wood) would be of practically no use to you 
with the exception of obtaining press notices. The latter you are always asked for 
(if you have no money) by the agents before they even suggest helping you or 
becoming your agent. Of course my chief clientele at present is in Norwich where 
I have 15 pupils and visit each weekend. This I started by giving a big invitation 
concert in Norwich, getting two London artistes (friends) to help me and giving 
my professional cards of terms away at the door afterwards. I also saw that the 
Press had invitations. This was of course directly I left Leipzig. 
My native town is only 12 miles away from Norwich. So of course I had a few 
friends who pushed and helped me and mentioned my name, until I had one or 
two pupils and as one or two of them have turned out successes, I have now 
several. The next thing I intend giving there is a pupils’ concert. I tell you all this 
as you asked and for this reason I would suggest that you make your start in the 
nearest large town to your home. It is no use whatever relying on promiscuous 
engagements if you want to begin earning at once. You must bide your time to 
become known (unless you have money). But never let an opportunity slip by, 
either of becoming known or of accepting an introduction to anyone. One never 
knows what it may lead to, perhaps a pupil or something. I also found it a great 
thing never to refuse to sing or play whenever or wherever asked even if not in 
the mood or bei Stimme. 

                                                             
60 Muriel Stephanie Little (1881-1950) came from The Orchards, Aylsham in Norfolk, the daughter of a 
doctor. I can find no record of her career. She married the violinist Leslie B. Andreae (1885-1956). 
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I am afraid all this everlasting push, and “grasping” (almost) does not tend to 
further one’s musical instinct or intuition but it has to be done in England unless 
you are already a Mischa Elman or Godowsky and can afford to employ an agent. 
Of course so much depends on one’s self as you of course can already surmise 
and if you are to reach the top of the tree, and are an artiste to the core nothing 
can keep you back. Then only you can be your own mistress and hold the agents 
in your hands. (I expect you will laugh at me giving you the latter advice not 
having arrived anywhere near that myself yet). 
I find, of course, living in London adds a trademark to my profession, and London 
is the only place where one can keep in touch with the musical world. You must 
also be prepared to find the average listener in England totally ignorant of music 
as regards classical and technical knowledge (except in the London real musical 
sets) and must not expect to be understood, and admired as much as you were 
abroad (I mean from a musician’s standpoint). It is hard to tell you this – but I 
can assure you I have been through it. You must be prepared for 
disappointments. 
But now to the brighter side. I found after this first year of drudgery (and many 
tears) I could pay my own expenses. (Father had to help me until that time had 
elapsed). This, of course, by teaching (private pupils) which is the only reliable 
way of earning at first. Of course during the concert season one gets several odd 
jobs – “At Homes,” “Charity Concerts,” Provincial Concerts also. The latter are 
helpful and I would suggest if you have a local musician to call on him and let him 
hear you and give you a chance of performing with him (this perhaps for 
expenses only). I must also confess I had a very dear and influential friend who 
has helped me in both London and Norwich, whom I met and sung for shortly 
after my return from abroad. It seems to me Miss Singleton that you must be on 
the spot to do any good. I mean it would not be any use me putting your name 
down on any school agents’ books if you were not here to be interviewed. I 
would strongly recommend a visiting school appointment which are generally 
very remunerative but also very highly sought after. For this purpose you must 
have your teachers testimonials (both English and foreign) and credentials done, 
printed or typewritten in proper form. I strongly advise you to get yours from all 
your masters in Leipzig recommending you as a competent teacher (your 
performers you have on your Prüfungszeugnis). I had to write for mine 
afterwards, but felt rather sorry to bother them all so late in the day although 
they were ripping. You must also expect many people over here to know nothing 
of the Leipzig masters or even what a Leipzig diploma entails and more than 
often one finds it is these people that one has to do with; they wanting their 
children to be musically instructed. I think this is all I need tell you. I cannot 
enforce too strongly that it depends entirely on yourself and your powers as a 
performer and teacher. Another great thing is to be able to convince patrons that 
your method and ideas are the right ones. Self-confidence in one’s method, I 
mean. This I am sure you have! Of course it will be a good thing for you to put 
your name on several educational school agents books by paying the entry fee of 
1/-. 
You do not tell me when you are coming home, but it would be a good thing to do 
it soon because of the summer vacation coming on and I know the schools fix up 
their new mistresses early for the Autumn Semester. A very good medium is the 
Educational Journal (6d every month) if you could get it. At any rate Miss 
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Singleton, I shall be only too pleased to help you in any way if you care to come 
and see me or write to me. I know only too well what a struggle it is to become 
known for the first year. I had to find out everything for myself. What I have told 
you is the gist of it but all good comes to him who waits long enough. 
Yes, I have seen a great deal of Elena Gerhardt. She has scored a huge success 
over here, and has been in grand form. She has been kind in recommending me. 
Of course she is so often asked here if she teaches. I expect you would smile to 
see me posing as a conductor but I have a Ladies Choral at Sandringham. We are 
giving a concert next month. 
How sorry you must be to leave Leipzig. I suppose you don’t earn enough to keep 
yourself there. I should recommend you to stay if you don’t like the idea of 
waiting to become known here which has to be, if one means to do it alone. 
Everyone tells me I have been lucky to get on so well. So it can be done Miss 
Singleton in two years. I gave a recital last month at Princes Skating Rink and 
managed to fill the Hall to standing room. I am giving an invitation concert kindly 
lent me the hall by a friend in London on June 19. Next year if all goes well I shall 
hope to take one of the larger halls and perhaps give a recital with someone else. 
I was fortunate in getting some good press notices last month. 
Well do write if you want to know anything further. I hope this letter does not 
dampen your zeal because I imagine that you will be one who takes things 
seriously and will succeed. 
Please give my love to Bertha when you see her. I hope to go to Leipzig again this 
summer. And please give my heartiest greetings to dear old “Teichy” and tell him 
the Chopin Scherzo got a good press notice the other day. 

With kindest remembrances,  
Very sincerely yours, Muriel S. Little’ 

    Getting established in London, Joan wrote to Maude Valerie White,61 who replied: 
‘I am so touched by your dear kind little card and the lovely flowers – dear Miss 
Joan, believe me it’s a real joy to do even such a trifle as I have been privileged to 
do for you – Mr Theodore who was sitting just behind you when you played Miss 
Ealons (?) first solos turned to me and said “How beautifully that girl 
accompanies” and I certainly agreed with him con amore. I do wish you the 
greatest of luck for you deserve it.  Do keep up with dear Harry Greene. He loves 
your playing and likes you very much, and I’m sure he’d be a real true friend to 
you as he has been to many another young artist.  I am sure to see you again so 
I’ll only say au revoir and bless you. 

Yrs affectly, Maude Valerie White’ 
    An early, but undated, letter from the violinist Lilian Foulis62 asks her to accompany 
her at the Aeolian Hall in New Bond Street.  She wrote: 

                                                             
61 The letter, sent from 27 Rutland Court, Knightsbridge, is undated but must be from around 1910. 
Maude Valerie White (1855-1937) was a French-born English composer who became one of the most 
successful songwriters of the Victorian period. She returned to London in 1882 and established herself as 
a professional musician and composer. 
62 Lilian Foulis was the great granddaughter of Isaac Nathan (1790-1864) and English-born composer 
with strong Australian connections. 
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‘I heard you last meeting and liked your playing very much. I am playing two 
violin solos, Ave Maria (Schubert-Wilhelming) and Souvenir de Moscow 
(Wieniawski). Of course I am getting no fee, but I should be pleased to give you 
7/6.’ 

    Joan Singleton had moved to Edinburgh by 1911: it had been recommended to her by 
an Edinburgh student in Germany as a teaching centre. Joan Singleton’s aunt, Anne 
Singleton, had enlisted the help of a Mrs Thomson: 

‘Mrs Thomson wrote off at once to a musical cousin in Edinburgh and to her 
Italian singing master of what she should say! Mrs T. says she will be glad to do 
anything to help you and if any use you could play at her house and she would 
ask people who might be useful to hear you.’ 

    An early friend in Edinburgh was Marcus Dods (1876-1935), a judge, who was also an 
accomplished musician who played a prominent part in the development of vocal music 
in the West End of Edinburgh and for his work on the Executive Committee of the 
Edinburgh Musical Festival.  On Easter Monday 1912 he wrote to Joan Singleton asking if 
she would accompany him.  He had heard her play and had greatly enjoyed her playing.  
He also wanted her help with a girls’ choir he ran.  He particularly wanted to improve his 
acquaintance with Hugo Wolf and he wanted her to accompany him in at a Browning 
Centenary recital in May.  He also wanted her to play a toccata by Gallupi in that concert.  
Browning had written a poem entitled A toccata of Galuppi’s but no such composition 
was available in print so Joan Singleton had to play Galuppi’s Sonata in C minor.  He had 
been asked to play the toccata but he felt it needed her Bach touch not his.  He hoped she 
would approve of a Steinway on which to play.  The concert duly took place and on 8 
May Marcus Dods received a letter from a Mr Marshall thanking him for his help and 
adding: 

‘Will you also convey our gratitude to Miss Singleton I can’t tell you how much 
her playing enchanted us. Her accompaniments were superb and her playing of 
the Galuppi music was the very perfection of art and good taste. You had not told 
me half about her. What a joy it must be to hear her play Bach.’ 

    From 1918 Joan Singleton collected reviews of her concerts though as these became 
more frequent they were not as carefully dated and many are undated; there are no 
reviews after 1938.  Based on concert reviews there were three strands to Joan 
Singleton’s career, as a soloist and in chamber music, accompanying singers and 
instrumentalists in recitals, and, as official accompanist at competitions. 
    One of the few reviews mentioning her solo playing was a concert in the Playhouse 
Galashiels in Scotland featuring the cellist Beatrice Harrison (‘The lady who set 
nightingales singing’), the soprano Dora Labette, the contralto Miss Olga Haley, the 
baritone Mr Robert Parker and Miss Joan Singleton, pianist and accompanist. 

‘The programme opened with a very fine performance by Miss Singleton of 
Bach’s Fantasia in C minor and Bach-Busoni Choral Prelude. The distinctive 
features in these numbers were delightfully brought out by this accomplished 
lady, who in response to the applause gave another charming piece, which 
emphasised her fine tone and excellent technique.’ 

    The (anonymous) reviewer goes on: 
‘The accompaniments for the vocalists were exquisitely played by Miss Joan 
Singleton with whom patrons of these concerts were glad to renew acquaintance, 
and to whom much of the evening’s enjoyment was due. She has, we are sure, by 
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her gracious personality and artistry, made a host of friends, amongst the music-
loving people of the Borders, who will accord her a hearty welcome on any future 
occasion.’ 

    An earlier concert in the Gymnasium of the Madras School at St Andrews with the 
Scottish cellist David Millar Craig received this review: 

‘Miss Singleton is a veritable virtuoso at the piano, and she charmed the audience 
with her solos – Intermezzo, Op. 118 No. 1 (Brahms), Clair de Lune (Debussy) and 
Fireflies (Frank Bridge). The Intermezzo was brilliantly executed: in the second 
piece the sad stillness of moonlight was beautifully expressed, and fluttering 
movements were cleverly suggested in Fireflies. In response to an encore that 
would not be denied, she played a theme by Schumann.’ 

    A review from 1930 of a concert of ‘two artistes of the first rank – Miss Eileen 
Bingham (soprano), and Miss Joan Singleton (pianist)’ gives full detail of Joan Singleton’s 
playing: 

‘Miss Joan Singleton, the solo pianist, was only down to play one group of pieces, 
and the audience, realising this, clapped so persistently at the end of the series of 
pieces, that Miss Singleton had to oblige twice more. To begin with, everyone had 
a foretaste of her qualities, for she played Miss Bingham’s accompaniments 
superbly. And when she alone held the stage, her power over the audience was 
magnetic. She could achieve a pianissimo which literally made you hold your 
breath, and, conversely, she could produce tonal volume which was sheer 
magnificence. Her pieces included Minuet and Variations in D Major, Allegro 
(from a harpsichord suite by Maurice Greene), Gavotte (Gluck-Brahms), 
Beethoven number, and the very descriptive and fast-moving Fireflies. It may 
truly be said that Miss Singleton added another to her long list of successes and 
secured a warm place in the musical hearts of West Kirby.’ 

    One of the striking features of reviews of chamber music concerts featuring Joan 
Singleton is how unimportant the pianist’s role appears.  For example, when she was 
playing a work such as the Kreutzer sonata, her contribution was noted, not as a partner, 
but as ‘ably supporting the violinist’.  In an undated review of a performance at the 
Grotrian Hall of the Schumann E flat major piano quintet by the Beredin String 
Quartet,63 the reviewer (F. B., Ferrucio Bonavia) says: ‘that the pianist, Miss Joan 
Singleton proved so invaluable an ally to the string players.’64 
    Before Gerald Moore (1899-1987), accompanists, though obviously valued by singers 
and instrumentalists and essential for the success of a concert, were not given more than 
a throwaway line at the end of the review.  Ivor Newton (1892-1981) and Harold 
Craxton (1885-1971) are the only British pianists who were contemporaries of Joan 
Singleton whose names are remembered as accompanists.  From her first concerts in 
London, her talent as an accompanist was recognised by her fellow musicians but 

                                                             
63 The Beredin quartet was a ladies string quartet consisting of Misses Nannie Jamieson, Berta Volmer, 
Gert Berlage and Hilda Jamieson. The name comes from Berlin and Edinburgh indicating where the 
players came from. They met in Berlin where they studied and lived together: ‘they have already made a 
name for themselves.’ 
64 There was an even more positive review from Aberdeen: ‘For the performance of Schumann’s piano 
quintet the players were joined by Miss Joan Singleton, a brilliant pianist. The spirit of vitality, which is 
inherent in the composition was admirably caught, and its contrasts in tone colour well brought out.’ 
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reviewers usually recognised the accompanist in the last line of a review such as: ‘… the 
accompaniments were ably played by Miss Joan Singleton.’65 
    At this time the idea in England of a singer or instrumentalist and pianist as partners, 
such as Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau and Gerald Moore, would appear to be unknown.  More 
positive is this review from The Times of a recital by Mark Raphael at the Grotrian Hall in 
Wigmore Street: ‘Miss Joan Singleton contributed very considerably to the success of the 
recital by her admirable performance of the accompaniments.’66 
    More typical reviews are the following from London concerts.  The first, from The 
Observer,67 was Joan Singleton accompanying Mark Raphael in a group of songs by E. J. 
Moeran to poems of James Joyce: ‘The songs were sensitively sung by Mr Mark Raphael 
to the excellent accompaniment of Miss Joan Singleton their true stature becomes even 
more impressive.’ 
    A third review is from The Sunday Times and was the debut of the soprano Eileen 
Bingham at the Wigmore Hall: 

‘Miss Bingham was exceptionally fortunate in her accompanist, Miss Joan 
Singleton, whose technique was unimpeachable, including the rare faculty of 
faultless judgment both of song and of singer; clearly she has a special vocation 
for this difficult art.’ 

    An undated review of a concert in Ayr with Mark Raphael and Seymour Whinyates 
comments on the accompanist: 

‘Miss Singleton contributed compositions by Bach, Couperin, and Schumann, and 
also assisted in Brahms’ Sonata in D minor, Op. 108. She is a pianist of 
outstanding qualities, all her work displaying technique of the best kind.’ 

    An appreciation of her accompanying came from the cellist Miss Jean Marcel68 whom 
she accompanied in a concert at the Freemasons’ Hall in Edinburgh in aid of the Scottish 
Women’s Hospitals in France and Serbia on 30 October 1915 and the next day received a 
thank you note: 

‘I cannot thank you enough for your delightful accompanying yesterday; very 
very few accompanists have played as well for me as you did; and I hope we shall 
often play together. I enclose two guineas. Hoping you are none the worse.’ 

    Perhaps the best review of her accompanying is from a review of a mixed concert she 
played in 1928 in Galashiels in the Scottish Borders.  The main attractions were the 
cellist Beatrice Harrison, and Dora Labette, the soprano.  Beatrice Harrison was 
accompanied by her sister but Joan Singleton accompanied Dora Labette.  The reviewer 
wrote of the accompanist: 

‘The accompaniments for the vocalists were exquisitely played by Miss Joan 
Singleton, with whom patrons of these concerts were glad to renew 
acquaintance, and to whom much of the evening’s enjoyment was due. She has, 
we are sure, by her gracious personality and artistry, made a host of friends 
amongst the music-loving people of the borders, who will accord her a hearty 
welcome on any future occasion.’ 

                                                             
65 The Evening Dispatch, 17 October 1922, Edinburgh. 
66 The Times, 22 May 1931. 
67 The Observer, 24 May 1931. 
68 Jean Marcel played in the Queen’s Hall Promenade Concerts on 3 September 1910 and owned a 1750 
Pier Lorenzo Vangelisti cello. 
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    In the programme notes for this concert, it is recorded that: 
‘Her headquarters are now in London,69 where she is doing good work in 
collaboration with most of the leading singers and instrumentalists of the 
present day. She holds an unrivalled position as a most sympathetic accompanist, 
as well as a brilliant pianist, a rather unusual combination.’ 

    A year later an even grander concert (‘there were very, very few empty seats’) was 
held at The Playhouse in Galashiels.  ‘It was given before a distinctly music-loving 
audience, because there was no breaking in with applause before a song and its 
accompaniment were finished.’  The star of this concert was the young violin virtuoso 
Milan Bratza but: ‘There were some beautiful accompaniments, which were presented in 
all their glory by that accomplished lady, Miss Joan Singleton.’  As well as Milan Bratza 
the artists were the bass Robert Easton, the tenor Heddle Nash and the soprano Miss 
Megan Foster. 

‘Undoubtedly his [Bratza’s] best number, in collaboration with Miss Singleton at 
the pianoforte, was The Devil’s Trill (Tartini), his interpretation of which was 
greeted with enthusiastic and prolonged applause. In acknowledging the 
appreciation of the audience, Bratza was not unmindful of Miss Singleton, whose 
accompaniment had not a little to do with the success of the piece.’ 

    Over her long career, Joan Singleton was associated with many musicians.  There are 
reviews for concerts with singers and instrumentalists both famous and now forgotten.  
Among the musicians who are unknown to me are: 

Eileen Bingham (soprano), Cecilia Brenner (‘a Dutch mezzo-soprano with 
a magnificent voice’), Charles Bruce (violinist), Dorothy Chalmers 
(violinist), Gladys Clark (violin), Elsie Cochrane (soprano), David Millar 
Craig (cellist), Douglas Dickson (violinist), Marjorie Greenfield (soprano), 
Helen Henschel (soprano), Jeanne Hommedieu (‘American soprano’), 
Walter Johnstone-Douglas (bass baritone), Miss Hope MacDiarmid (‘a 
young Scottish singer unknown to me’), Sheila Macdonald (‘a New 
Zealand soprano of Scottish parents’), Beatrice Parker (soprano; ‘comes 
from Edinburgh where she has won immense popularity as a teacher and 
a singer’), Denne Parker (contralto), Hilda Saxe (‘a clever pianist’ who 
played with Jean Marcel, cellist), Gregory Stroud, Marie Thomson 
(soprano), Marcus Thomson (baritone). 

    One of her earliest concerts with a famous singer was in 1920 when she accompanied 
Mignon Nevada in a concert she had given in the Usher Hall, Edinburgh.  Joan Singleton 
wrote to Mignon’s mother, the famous soprano Emma Nevada,70 about the concert and, 
in reply, received a letter of thanks: 

‘Mignon is indeed a great singer – among the most perfect singers before the 
public today – and what is more her art like her voice grows every day. She does 
not sit still content with what she has – but looks always for more and more 
perfection. Mignon told me how beautifully you accompanied her. I remember 
the recital of Laddie how splendid you were.’ 

                                                             
69 She moved back to London in 1924 as an established accompanist but continued playing in Scotland. 
70 Emma Nevada (1859-1940) was an American soprano famed for her performances in operas by Bellini 
and Donizetti as well as Thomas, Gounod and Delibes. A medallion with her portrait, along with those by 
Giuditta Pasta and Maria Malibran, adorns Bellini’s monument in Naples. She was a pupil of Mathilde 
Marchesi. 
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    The most important singer Joan Singleton regularly collaborated with was the 
baritone Mark Raphael.71  Roger Quilter regularly accompanied Mark Raphael in recitals.  
In the autumn of 1924 they gave concerts in Vienna and Frankfurt.  Quilter and Mark 
Raphael preformed three of Fauré’s songs in a memorial concert at the Wigmore Hall on 
9 June 1925.  In 1934/5 Mark Raphael and Roger Quilter recorded a set of seventeen 
Quilter songs.72  In the years from 1927 to 1938 Mark Raphael and Joan Singleton gave 
recitals all over England and Scotland.  The first dated programme of Mark Raphael and 
Joan Singleton is from 1927 and was at the Masonic Hall, Cambridge on 21 October.  It 
was a replacement concert for Mark Raphael and Roger Quilter.  In February, and again 
in October, 1928 they went to Scotland accompanied by the violinist Seymour 
Whinyates playing in Perth, Edinburgh (at the Freemasons’ Hall), Ayr and Glasgow.  
Mark Raphael sang Old French songs, lieder and songs by Roger Quilter; Seymour 
Whinyates and Joan Singleton played the Beethoven and violin sonata Op. 30, a 
Chaconne by Vitali and violin pieces by Martini-Corti and de Falla and Joan Singleton 
played piano soli by Bach, Schubert and Brahms.  The Edinburgh Evening News gave first 
mention of Joan Singleton: 

‘For a number of years Miss Singleton took a prominent place in musical circles 
in Edinburgh, but she is now resident in London. She amply manifested the high 
qualities of her art in her renderings of Bach’s Fantasia in C minor and the Bach-
Busoni Choral prelude In dir ist freude; the latter being brilliantly played.’ 

    In June 1928 they gave their first London recital.  On 7 June they gave a recital of 
Schubert songs at the Wigmore Hall.  A more complimentary review of his singing was 
from a concert they gave at The Royal Pavilion in Brighton in 1929: 

‘Since Mr Plunket Greene was last here, Brighton has heard no singer of such 
distinction and versatile accomplishment as Mr Mark Raphael. He is charged 
with a colourful emotion in voice that springs from his own temperament. 
Equipped with a mellow, sensitive baritone, responsive to all shades of his mood, 
and technically excellent, Mr Raphael is something greater than a good singer. He 
is a creative artist.’ 

    There are two programmes for concerts in the Grotrian Hall; one is dated 20 May 1931 
and was a recital of songs by Schumann, Wolf and E. J. Moeran (to poems by James 
Joyce).  In this concert he sang, to excellent reviews, some Schubert songs and Fauré’s, 
La Bonne Chanson cycle.  There are other undated programmes for concerts at the 
Aeolian Hall, Wigmore Hall and another at the Grotrian Hall (9 November 1937) and 
finally a performance of Winterreise at the Wigmore Hall on 15 November 1938. 
    It was through Mark Raphael and Roger Quilter that Joan Singleton accompanied 
Marian Anderson at her Wigmore Hall debut on 15 June 1928.  In England, Marian 
Anderson had been taken under the wing of Roger Quilter after writing to him in 1922 
asking him to coach her on singing his songs.  She had a few lessons from Mark Raphael’s 
teacher, Raimund von zur Mühlen, and then some from Mark Raphael.  Marian Anderson 

                                                             
71 Mark Raphael (1900-88) was a pupil of the great lieder singer and teacher Raimund von zur Mühlen 
(1854-1931). 
72 Roger Quilter, 1877-1953 His Life, Times and Music. PhD Thesis of Valerie Gail Langfield, University 
of Birmingham, 2004. Mark Raphael and Joan Singleton recorded three Hugo Wolf songs (in English) for 
The Columbia History of Music (edited by Percy Scholes). These were Ach, im Maien war’s; Nachtzauber 
and Gesegnet sei durch die Welt entstand. Record number Columbia DB1234. Mark Raphael also 
recorded (for HMV) Wolf’s Nun wandre, Maria and Herr, was trägt der Boden hier with Gerald Moore 
(record number C3591). This record was released in August 1947 and reviewed in The Gramophone. 
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was a regular visitor to Quilter’s home and sang frequently for the gatherings in his 
music room.  Her recital at the Wigmore Hall took place on 15 June.  For most of the 
songs she was accompanied by Joan Singleton, but Quilter accompanied her in a group of 
his own songs.73 
    Among the better known musicians she played with, not already mentioned, were the 
violinists Jelly d’Aranyi and Marjorie Hayward and the soprano Joan Hammond at a 
National Gallery concert in London on 18 July 1940. 
    Among Joan Singleton’s papers is a postcard with Christmas greetings from Marjory 
Kennedy-Fraser and several programmes of recitals of Marjory Kennedy-Fraser’s 
Hebridean songs.  Marjory Kennedy-Fraser (1857-1930) was a Scottish singer (she was 
a pupil of Mathilde Marchesi), composer and arranger of Scottish folk songs. Joan 
Singleton accompanied Rachel Neill Fraser74 in a recital of these songs in Berlin in 1928 
at the Bechstein Saal. 
    Joan Singleton attended a memorial concert for Marjory Kennedy-Fraser in the 
Wigmore Hall on 12 March 1931 with Marjory’s sister, Margaret Kennedy, her daughter 
Patuffa Kennedy-Fraser, and Ruth Waddell (cellist).  The first group of songs were sung 
by Margaret Kennedy with Patuffa playing the piano. Joan Singleton’s comments, written 
in the margin of the programme, reveal another side of her nature: ‘The whole of this 
group rather missed fire with the exception of the last. Patuffa’s piano touch is certainly 
matured in the wood, or was it the Chappell piano. Anyhow she hit a record number of 
wrong notes’.  The next group sung by Patuffa fared no better: ‘An attractive group but 
what a rasping voice when it is let out’.  On The Lull-Song to the Heir of the Macleods: ‘I 
felt sorry for the heir of the Macleods if he was lulled as Patuffa lulled him!’  Of a piano 
piece, Coronation Processional: ‘Another pet of mine, but Patuffa hit the piano as though 
she hated it.’  Finally, a comment on Margaret Kennedy singing The Leaping Galley: 
‘Painful’. 
    One of Joan Singleton’s major activities was as an accompanist at festivals both vocal 
and choral.  She was the official accompanist to the Perth Musical Festival, to the 
Edinburgh Competition Festival for 50 years from 1920 and, for a time, the Glasgow 
Festival.  Judging by the interviews she gave she clearly enjoyed this work.  Joan 
Singleton made an impression on Hugh Roberton.  As the most important person in the 
choral world in Scotland (and in Britain), I assume he was instrumental in getting Joan 
Singleton associated with the Scottish Music Festivals.  He was the founder and 
conductor of the Glasgow Orpheus Choir the foremost a cappella choir in Britain.  He 
was also one of founders of the Glasgow Music Festival in 1911, a festival Joan Singleton 
was associated with for several years.  He wrote an apologetic letter to her on 25 May 
1920 from Glasgow in which he is hoping to work with her in Glasgow.75  He was 
successful as shown by the review by Harry Plunket Greene quoted above.  Hugh 
Roberton wrote: 

‘Dear Miss Singleton, 
Although I have come home to a mess of correspondence I feel I must write to 
you. It may not have occurred to you that to find encouragement and sympathy 

                                                             
73 Roger Quilter, 1877-1953 His Life, Times and Music. PhD Thesis of Valerie Gail Langfield, University 
of Birmingham, 2004. 
74 There is also a programme from Berlin of a similar concert given the next year with Rachel Neill Fraser 
and also notes from a concert they gave in 1938 in Berlin of Scottish songs.  
75 Sir Hugh Roberton (1874-1952) was the leading choral-master in Britain. He founded Glasgow 
Orpheus Choir in 1906 which for almost 50 years had no equal in Britain widely enjoying world acclaim. 
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at the outset of my Edinburgh job meant so much to me as it did. And you were 
the first to make me feel that the work was worth doing. I think that appreciation 
of yours after my first innings on the Monday night coloured the whole week and 
helped to make it what it was. If I was cheeky and presuming you will, I know, 
forgive me. I had come straight from an exacting week at Birmingham and one 
cannot ride on the crests of musical waves and remain, at the same time, normal 
in every respect. I enjoyed being associated with you because of your reliable 
musicianship and your very quick sympathy and if I expressed myself crudely 
either in word or action you will know that it was really an emotional reaction 
from the judicial (and necessarily somewhat cold and analytical) work of 
adjudicating as such. 
Isn’t a Festival a real living thing? Compared with the exotic kind of music 
dabbling that passes current for musical interest it is as red riotous life to a kind 
of polite stupor. By the way Bisset [President of the Glasgow Orpheus Choir] is 
sure he can get you a choir composed of girls who will look up to you and to 
whom you will be able to impose your personality. So you must see him. I enclose 
a few copies of The Lute including a reprint of an old one containing essays by 
members on “the spirit of the choir”. When I get time I shall look out some music 
for you. I would greatly like to see you at Moray House Training College, High St 
Edinburgh when I am lecturing on Saturday 5 June at 10 a.m. Not to hear my 
lecture but to hear Cathie Woods Choir which was the feature of the Edinburgh 
Festival and which you missed. I am due at Galashiels on Friday morning for the 
Border Festival. This ends my Festivals for the year. Pardon the long screed.  Best 
wishes and a thousand thanks. 
Yours very sincerely, Hugh S. Roberton 
PS My purpose in sending you the Lutes is to let you know what kind of folk we 
are. Some day you will come to Glasgow and see us all.’ 

    In a concert at the Usher Hall in Edinburgh featuring the Glasgow Orpheus Choir under 
Hugh Roberton, Joan Singleton accompanied Miss Gladys Clark ‘a violinist of 
considerable power and executive skill’.  As usual, Miss Joan Singleton was ‘an excellent 
accompanist’.  Sir Richard Terry, one of the adjudicators at the Festival: 

‘Warmly complimented Miss Joan Singleton, the accompanist in this class (of 
“raw-toned sopranos”). If the audience had been wearing hats, he should have 
asked everyone to take their hats off to Miss Joan Singleton. 
One dear one young lady had missed two and a half lines through lapse of 
memory, yet no one had turned a hair; this accompanist had not given them 
away. They should approach en bloc and thank her for saving their lives.’ 
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Newspaper photographs of (left) Joan Singleton at the Perth Musical Festival in 1937 
and (right) at the Edinburgh (Competition) Festival in 1960.  The caption under the 
photograph from the Perth Musical Festival reads: Miss F. Joan Singleton who has been 
playing accompaniments day and night since Perth Musical Festival started on Monday.  
For example, in one competition there were 20 soloists, who sang a song of six verses – 
making 120 times in which she repeated the tune.  In another class she had to repeat a 
song 77 times.  That was one afternoon’s work. This caption under the photograph on 
the right from the Edinburgh Evening News, 23 May 1960 reads: Miss Joan Singleton, 
who has been an accompanist at the Edinburgh (Competition) Festival since its 
inception 40 years ago, was presented with a purse and cheque to mark the occasion at 
Saturday evening’s session in the Music Hall.  Dr T. M. McCourt, this year’s chairman, is 
shown making the presentation to Miss Singleton.  

    Throughout her career Joan Singleton used her professional expertise as pianist, 
organist and festival accompanist to help her sister, Marion Routh Clarke, run Norfolk 
Women’s Institute choirs in Spooner Row,76 Wymondham, and Hethersett.  These choirs 
competed in the Norwich Musical Competition Festivals where they were invariably 
successful throughout the 1930s and 1940s.  She also played for the Wymondham, 
Hethersett and Spooner Row W. I. Choirs with the cellist Muriel Taylor from the Robert 
Masters Piano Quartet; she gave a solo recital in 1957 at Wymondham Abbey to 
celebrate the 850th anniversary of the founding of the Abbey. 
  

                                                             
76 Spooner Row is a small village about 3 miles from Wymondham in Norfolk. 
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Marion Routh Clarke (front row with baton) and Joan Singleton (on her left) with one of 
Marion Routh Clarke’s Women’s Institute choirs in 1937.  They had been competing in 
the Norfolk Musical Competition Festival (photograph from the Eastern Daily Press, 
Norwich). 

    Joan Singleton’s professional career covered more than 60 years starting in 1910 and 
she continued to be active musically until her death in 1975.  The peak of her career was, 
in both Scotland and in London, from the 1920s until the outbreak of the Second World 
War.  Among her papers are several lectures she gave.  The following extracts from The 
Art of Accompanying, given at Denman College77 in 1952 wonderfully bring her to life: 

‘Speaking for myself I can’t help feeling that the one who begins with a 
comprehensive background of pianoforte works has a tremendous pull over the 
student who starts from scratch. Apart from the enormous literature for the 
piano there is the added advantage of forms and styles – to mention but few of its 
assets. The solo pianist may draw huge audiences, perhaps enormous fees – 
while in contrast the struggling accompanist may have to be content with a few 
shillings for an hour’s work with a singer, a few more with strings or other 
instruments in Sonata works – More still if you achieve the high order of being a 
coach accompanist and for concerts and recitals programmes the fees a movable 
and varying scale of fees…But putting aside this tiresome question of pence (tho’ 
the labourer should always be worthy of his hire, of course) hasn’t the 
accompanist all the “Fun of the Fair,” so to speak? There is all the fun of team-

                                                             
77 Denman College is a residential adult education college centred on Marcham Park at Marcham in the 
English county of Oxfordshire (formerly Berkshire). The college is owned and operated by the National 
Federation of Women's Institutes. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adult_education
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcham
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxfordshire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berkshire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women%27s_Institutes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women%27s_Institutes
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work, the immense amount of matching to be done together  - Practices with all 
and sundry from Village Hall to Albert Hall, in Church, in Cathedrals, in the Home, 
in Recitals, in Festivals – the making of friends if only in passing, tho’ many one 
can keep for life – the experience shared together (as here, in these helpful 
surroundings) in the counties and countries visited (I well remember a 1st class 
return sleeper to Rome to cover some vocal recitals there and Genoa – Florence 
thrown in) and languages learnt for foreign songs. Not forgetting our own lovely 
poems…… Then it need not be restricted to soloists – there can be opera – 
perhaps filling in parts for orchestras when you can easily imagine you are doing 
something much grander than you are – a concerto at least !! 
And let no one belittle or under-estimate the experience and valuable help that 
can be gained from playing for a Choral Society – working under a good 
conductor can be an education in itself. So much for the fun of it and 
opportunities offered…..and now for the requirements. 
This matching of tones and colours can be such an entrancing study and more 
than repays one for all the time and thought and terrific listening put into it. 
For the finished artist you must be able to put your keyboard behind you – your 
keys and fingerings well established and devote yourself heart and soul to the 
picture you are helping to present --- and when you have had the music long 
enough beforehand, be sure and memorise all you can – at any rate the vital 
spots and especially the turn of the pages – both sides – for even if you have the 
most skilled turn-over-er at your side, he or she can have an accident or turn 
bars too soon or too late…… Why even worse can befall – the whole copy may fall 
– then what? (Saw it happen at the Festival of Britain in London last summer – 
hot day windows opened everywhere – charming young accompanist started off 
1st choir entrant – wind blew down from top windows, the music flapped away – 
a nasty scruffle to patch it up, but the performance was shattered). Then 
memorising is important when you find yourself in such a poor position on the 
platform that you simply can’t see the music and the conductor at the same time! 
(one could go on at length about the extraordinary positions one can find the 
pianos in halls – in the furthest and most awkward corners – in fact you may not 
be on the platform at all.). This question of memory is all the more important 
now that we have such works of art woven for voice and piano. Look at the 
incomparable Schubert for a moment – what equality of musical partnership, 
what a school for one’s apprenticeship – or for any aspiring student. 
In olden days one was expected to “keep under” – self-effacement before all else 
– for fear of spoiling or [being] accused of stealing the soloist’s limelight – but 
now with all these lovely works which can only be given in ‘double harness’, with 
the piano part in real duet form, one dare not be less than supporting. And oh! 
What a delight it is to hear this support and balance when just right - It can be 
quite different in rehearsal at home – and then in public. Conditions have so 
much to do with it. This applies just as much to singers and strings – they can 
sound quite different. 
A good piano accompanist STIMULATES singing – it can even make singers do 
more than they thought they could – Then again it amplifies and can give 
completeness to effect.  Then it can help to maintain pitch and prevent flatness or 
other faults of intonation. And think how important it is to ‘launch’ a song or 
work in the right mood – perhaps not more than a few chords (like the Lark?) – 
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the utmost musicianship and insight are required to make a real ARTIST.  Several 
ordinary things may be required of you – play from impossible MSS or 
incomplete copies – play on all kinds of pianos, cope with varying artistic 
temperaments – show tact, be loyal, be ready to direct or advise if asked  - yes, 
and in whatever conditions to appear cheerful and helpful. 
A bad dreary accompanist can have a deplorable effect on the spontaneity of the 
singing – and many a choral society has been brought to disaster by the 
unimaginative efforts of an indifferent player…. but we know only too well how 
true they are. 
If asked how to draw up an ABC for accompanying with but little time to spend 
on it, I know I should be defeated – But of the bass: advocate these bass notes 
only – I seem to remember many occasions at Festivals when it would have been 
a relief if some kind-hearted person at the piano would stop struggling with 
chords and their insides and just play a good bass – remember the 4th as the bus 
to take you home.’ 

    After the war Joan Singleton lived at Ware in Hertfordshire. Her last years are best 
described in her obituary in the Thundridge and High Cross Church Monthly Magazine: 

‘Early in October Joan Singleton aged 88 years, died.78 She was a much-loved 
member of Thundridge Parish. Joan was an accomplished musician – her 
professional life had been filled with travel and much interest. We shall always 
remember Joan for her joy in living – her sense of artistry and delight in all that is 
beautiful coloured everything for Joan and we miss now a dear friend. Joan was 
well known in musical circles throughout the country, having accompanied many 
famous singers and instrumentalists and taken part in choral festivals. 
Before, and during, World War 2 she accompanied Aline Hay’s Trio.79 In 1947, 
encouraged by Miss Hay, and at the suggestion of Molly and Charles Sweet (then 
of Pine End) and their friends, she helped to re-form Ware Choral Society which 
she saw grow from forty to about a hundred voices before she retired as 
accompanist a few years ago and became the Society’s President. 
Always wanting to make music, in about 1950, Joan Singleton gathered together 
a group of friends, known as Thundridge Madrigal Singers who met on Sunday 
evenings to enjoy music together under her inspiration. This group sang to W.I.’s 
and churches, including Thundridge for several years.’ 

    There is a description of her in 1960 which captures her in old age:80 
‘[The] accompanist was Mrs [sic] Joan Singleton, a little lady dressed all in black 
with a black hat, she didn't look the part but she was a professional accompanist 
in the London Musical World and could make the piano talk and, because of 
connections, was prepared to come to Norfolk to play for us for many years.’ 

Michael Slaytor 
School of Molecular Bioscience, The University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia 

                                                             
78 Joan Singleton died after a brief illness on 2 October 1975. 
79 (Edith) Aline Hay (1875-1969). She owned the Nachez Stradivarius violin from 1930. It was sold in 
1964. 
80Hethersett Musical Society 1960. The Norfolk connection was her sister, Marion Routh Clarke at 
Wattlefield Hall, Wymondham. 
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